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of Time

1. Introduction
What could it mean to say that time has a beginning or an end? Is it
possible that time has a beginning or an end? In this paper I shall not be
concerned with these questions in the ir full generality, for I shall be
concerned only with physically interesting possibilities. l cannot specify
at the outset what is to count as a physically interesting possibility in the
present context-substantial discussion will be need\)d to uncover the
factors relevant to such a specification. In the sense in which I am using it,
the notion of a physically interesting possibility is broader than that of a
physical possibility; any actual physical possibility is a physically interesting possibility, but not conversely, although eve1y physically interesting
possibility must be intimately related to actual physical possibilities. It
would seem good strategy to discuss physical possibilities fi rst, before
proceeding to the murkie r concept of physically inte resting possibilities.
This would indeed be sound strategy, except for the fact th at we do not
know what counts as a physical possibility in the present context. Thus it
is necessary to plunge right into murkier waters.
The particular approach that I shall explore is certainly not the only
one, nor do I claim it is the best. H owever, it does have a virtue, albeit a
negative one: it reveals that we are not now in a position to give meaningl'ul answers to the questions posed above, and that in order to a11'ive at
such a position it is necessa1y to settle a number of oth er questions first ,
some of which belong to mathematics, some to physics, and some to
111etaphysics. 1 Since the recognition of ignorance is often the first step
Inward wisdom , it is to be hoped that the way will be paved for more
positive results.
2 . Aristotle and Leibniz on the Beginning and End of Time
l11 ilially. ArislollP's tlwory of' timl' Sl'l'lll S to allow for the possibility of a
l>c·),:i1111i11).: or 11 11 "'"I li1r tim<'. A<·<·ordin).: to Al'isl11tl1., linw is tlw measure
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or numerable aspect of motion. Hence , if motion has a beginning or an
end, time would h ave a beginning or an end. But Aristotle forecloses this
possibility, for he says that time cannot have a b e ginning or an end, and
that, therefore, motion must also be eternal. His argument here is that a
first or a last instant of tim e is impossible since in conceiving of an instant
of time we must conceive of it as being preceded and succeeded by oth e r
instants. 2
Today this argum ent doe s not seem ve1y compelling. We have learned
to b e suspicious of any argument that purports to prove the impossibility
of Y by seeking to demonstrate the inconce ivability of Y and by utilizing
the premise that ifY is inconceivable, Y is impossible. I shall not stop to
give a d e tailed analysis of Aristotle's a rgum e nt, for my main concern is to
examin e the implications of mode rn sci e nce for the questions at issue, and
from th e point of vi ew of mode rn science , Aristotle's theory of time h as
only a curiosity value . For from the mode rn point of vie w, time must be
see n as the te mporal aspect of the more fundam e ntal e ntity, space-time,
and mod ern science countenances space-tim e stmctures which , in a pre cise sense, do not h arbor any physical change and whose temporal aspects
are, in a precise se nse , infinite in both past and future. 3
Howeve r, Aristotle's views do raise som e points that help to focus th e
issues under discus sion. Aristotle seems to take the state me nt, "Time
com es to an end ," to mean , "The re is a last instant for time. " He doe s not
seem to have conceive d of the possibility that tim e could come to an end
without coming to an end-that time could, so to speak, "run out" in the
future direction without the re b eing a last instant . Suppose, for example,
that tim e can b e represented by the metric space (I , de) where I is th e
open interval (- cc, + 1) of the real line IR and de is the usual Euclidean
metric (it is unde rstood that the positive direction of IR corresponds to the
future direction of time). In this case there is no last instant for tim e , but
tim e is finite in th e future in th e sense that there is a finite uppe r bound
on how far one ·can go in th e future di rection from any given point of tim e,
i.e., for any x EI , there is a finite N x such that for an y y EI wh e re y > x,
de(X, y) < Nx . 4 I suppose Aristotle might have respond ed th at such a
possibility is not a real one, and that to conceive of an in stant of tim e, we
must conceive of oth e r instants which precede and succeed th e first hy as
great an inte1val as we like. But such a response' sho11ld h t' takt'n , I think ,
as indicating th at its auth or has limite d powe rs of <·011 c(•plio11.
Conve rsely, tht' 1•xisl( 'll l'I' of a f11111r(' ('lld poi11I li>r li11H' is 1101 s1illi ci(•J1I
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by itself to guarantee that time comes to an end in the sense intended at
least not if we are willing to exte nd the concept of a me tric space (X , ~ so
that d may be mapp!_ng from X xX to [O, + cc]. For example, let X be th e
extended real line nr which is obtained from IR b y adjoining the points
± 00 to IR, defining - oo < x < + oo for any x E IR. Define d(x, y) = de(x, y)
and d(± cc, x) = d(x, ± oo) = + cc forx E ffi ; d( + cc, + cc) = d(- oo, - oo) = O,
and d( + 00 , - 00 ) = d( - cc, + 00) = + oo. Tim e as represented by (X, d) has
first and last instants, but they are infinitely far in the p ast and future so
that time never runs out in the past or future directions .
Thus in what I shall refer to as the Aristotelian conception of the beginning (end) of time, two elements are involved : (1) time is finite in the past
(future) in some approp1iate sense , and (2) there .is a p ast (future) end
point for time. I shall begin by investigating condition (l); only in th e
latte r part of the pape r shall we be in a position to d eal with (2) in a
meaningful way. It might be thought that if we have a model which
satisfies condition (1), we can always make it into a model which illustrates
th e Aristotelian conception of the beginning or the end of tim e by adjoining end points. We shall see, however, that things are not so simple; the
illusion of simplicity is foste red by two p e rnicious tendenci es : first, the
te_ndency to think of time as an autonomous entity rather than as an aspect
of space-time, and second, the tendency to think of tim e as b eing represented by an interval of the real line. In these respects, the discussion of
this section and , indeed, most of th e discussion of these matters in the
philosophical lite rature has been misleading.
I turn now to Leibniz's vi ews. Leibniz b eli eved that th e re are possible
worlds whi ch have a b eginning or an e nd. But wh e n combin e d with the
1; >II owing argum e nt , his Principle of Sufficient Reason poses a proble m for
th(' actuality of any such world: "Tim e can b e continued to infinity. For
, j 11 n · a whole of tim e is similar to a part, it will be re lated to another whol e
f}f lim e as its part is to it. Thus it must always b e und e rstood as b eing
•·; 1pablc of b e in g continued into anothe r greate r tim e ." 5 So for an y p ossi~
1,i, . world W whi ch has , say , a beginning, there is another world W' which
•·xl<-nds W to past infinity. What suffi cient reason could God have for
1wl11alizi11g W rathe r than W'? And doe s not the Principle of Plenitude
" 'gg(·st that I It' wo11lcl choose W ' over W ?
I .< ·ilmiz addr<'SS<' S himself to th ese qu estions in a lette r to Bourgue t .6 If
11 1t111n· is "always eq11all y pnfect, tho11 gh in variabl e ways , it is more
p11 1l>ahl(• th at ii l1ad 1u1 h1 ·gi1111ing" (h<'ca11s<·. pr('s111nahl y, W' woukl then
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be more pe1fect than W). On the other hand , if nature decreases in
perfection as we go backward in time, and if the pe1fection decreases at
such a rate that, within a finite period, we reach zero and negative pe1fection , then it is more probable that time has a beginning (since, presumably, W would then be more pe1fect than W'). Leibniz simply left the
matter hanging since he was unwilling to commit himself on whether the
perfection of nature changes at such a rate as to make a beginning for time
probable, and even on whether it is changing at all.
As we shall see below, relativity theorists have had to confront issues
similar to those with which Leibniz struggled. But we shall also see that
certain relativistic space-time models circumvent the main problem.

3. The Meaning of Temporal Finiteness within
a Relativistic Space-time Framework
If we take seriously the notion that time must be thought of as the
temporal aspect of space-time, we are led to ask what sort of space-time
structure would illustrate the notions of the beginning and the end of
time . In what follows, I shall work with relativistic space-times , and this
for two reasons. First, and most obviously, current evidence indicates
that actual space-time is relativistic. The fact that the possibilities to be
discussed below can be constructed within this framework makes for some
initial confidence that they will lead to physically interesting possibilities .
Secondly, and less obviously, certain of the possibilities to be discussed
cannot be realized within the orthodox Newtonian fram e work.
Definition 1. A relativistic space-time S is a tripl e (M, g, \7) where Mis
a connected, four-dim ensional differe ntiable manifold, g is a Lorentzian
metric for M, and \7 is the unique symmetric linear connection compatible with g. 7
According to general relativity theory , which will be taken as our guide to
physically interesting possibilities, space-time structure and the dishibution of matter-energy are not independent. Thus we must consider cosmological models.
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I shall conce ntrate primmily on conditions which the space-time S must
satisfy, for once w e have settled on these conditions, it will prove easy to
find a cosmological mod el which incorporates S and which satisfies all
the conditions that one might plausibly impose on S and on S and 6
together.
It will be assumed that S is temporally orientable so that it can be
assigned a consistent time sense or direction , and that one of the two
possible time ori entations has been singled out so that one can meaningfully speak of the future direction of tim e. 9 Th e restriction impos ed by this
requirement is not a strong one; for if S is not temporally orientable,
there always exists a covering space-time that is. And in any case, the
questions at issue do not even arise unless S possesses the assumed
feature. We shall shortly see that other features as well need to be assumed for the sam e reason.
It is easy to display relativistic space-times that are finite in th eir temporal aspects . For example , start with Minkowski space-time SMin and
obtain the hypertorodial space-time Sroll by rolling up MMin in the
spatial sense and then rolling up the resulting space in the temporal
.-;ense. 10 The temporal aspect of Sroll is finite in a straightforward sense,
hut this sense of finiteness is not appropriate for our present conce rns ; for
I ime in Sroll is not bounded in the past or future in any appropriate way,
:i11d , indeed, there is no past or future in the usual sense, since every
point of Mroll lies to the past and future of itself and every other point.
The moral is that for S to illustrate how time can be finite in the past
11r future, something like time in the usual sense must be present to start
wilh. Exactly which temporal features S must display is open to debate,
In 1t certainly S roll does not qualify . Some of the features that might
plausibly be required are given in the following d efinitions.

l>1:fi 11ition 3 . The (time-oriented) space-time S has global time order if
1111d only if there do not exist any nontrivial , closed, future-directed ,
li11l('lik e curves. 11

Conditions for a physically inte resting example of how time can havt· 11
beginning or an e nd will h e condHions on cos111ological 111od<'ls . I low<'V< ' I',

11 S lias a te mporal orde r according to definition 3, then the relation <1111 M x M whe re x <- u (read "x is chronologically earlier than y") is
.!1 ·li1wd to hold just in case th e re is a differe ntiable map u: [O, l] ~ M
·.1l('l1 t l1al 'r(O) = x , <r(l) = !f , and &(.\) is future-pointing for all A E [O, I] , is
l11 111silivt· a11d asy111111t'lric. llt•11 ct· Mis partially orde red by ~, where
1 "-' t/ l1olds j11st i11 cast· .\' "< !I or .r == !I·

I I :2

11:1

Definition 2. A cosmological model :m. is a pair ( S , 6 ) wh e re S is a
space-time and 6 is an energy-momentum te nsor . 8
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Definition 4. 0 possesses a global time function ifand only ifthere is a
smooth map f: M ~ IR such that t(x) < t(y) whenever x <· y.

The existence of a time order does not necessarily imply the existence of a
global time function. If S does have a global time function , we can
project out a one-dimensional time T: an "instant" (a point of T) corresponds to a time slice of M, i.e., a set SA ;.:; {x: x EM and t(x) = A, A =
constant}. The points of Tare totally ordered by the relation of temporal
precedence induced on T by the natural order of the slices S x.
Definition 5. Suppose now that S has a global time function t. Consider
the field of future-pointing unit normals to the Sx. If this field is
s~fficiently smooth , its integral curves will form a timelike congruence. t
is metric if and only if each pair of the Sx are a constant space-time
distance apart as measured along the curves of the congruence.

If t is metric by definition 5 and Tis the one-dimensional time associated
with t, we can find a metric space (X, d), where X is an interval of IR, and
a one-one correspondencef: T ~ X such that for a, b ET, d(j(a),f(b)) is
the space-time distance between the slices corresponding to a and b.
However, this representation ofT as a metlic space can be misleading for
our purposes. If there is a timelike curve of maximal proper length from
some point x e M to SA, then this curve must be a geodesic normal to Sx;
and the curves of the congruence in definition 5 are geodesics which are
normal to SA . But it is not always the case that there is a timelike curve of
maximal length from some arbitrary x EM to S x· If the SA have the Cauchy
property defined below, then such a maximal CUI-Ve will always exist .
Definition 6. A time-slice S of the space-time 0 (i.e., a properly embedded spacelike submanifold without boundaries) is a Cauchy surface of 0
if and only if every future-directed timelike curve without end point
intersects S once and only once.

Suppose that S possesses a global time function. No future-directed
timelike cU1-ve can intersect any of the corresponding S, more than once.
We ordinaiily assume that if a process "goes on forever" (has no past or
future end point), then there must be for each instant of Ta stage of thl:
process dated by that instant. This assumption will not be satisfied unl ess
the SA have the Cauchy property .
Since the existence of a glohal tim e function and th e exis!t-'n ce of'
Cauchy surfaces are strong req11ir('11w1lls, ii wi>11ld seem d('sirahle to hav1·

a definition of temporal finiteness that does not rely on these requirements. Towards this end, one might try
Definition 7. Let 8 be a time ordered space-time . A half-curve of S is
a cm-ve which has one end point and which has been extended as far as
possible in some direction from that point. A future- (past-) directed
timelike half curve is complete in the future (past) if and only if proper
length as measured along the cm-ve from its end point assumes arbitrarily
large values; otherwise the cm-ve is incomplete in the future (past) . S is
_finite in the future (past) or future- (past-) bounded if and only if every
future- (past-) directed timelike half-cm-ve is incomplete in the future
(past).

Note that any relativistic space-time contains some incomplete timelike
half-cu1-ves . However, in the more commonly known cases, all timelike
half-curves of bounded acceleration are complete; in particular, all
timelike half-geodesics are complete, geodesics being cm-ves of zero acl'eleration.
Unfortunately, definition 7 is unsatisfactory. Start with Minkowski
space-tim e SMin (which for sake of illustration is taken to be twodimensional), and remove all those points on or above some chosen null
hypersurface. (Note: if S = (M, g, 'V) is a space-time, then the result of
n·moving a closed set of points from M and restricting g and \J to the
1rmainder is again a space-time.) The resulting space-time Snull (see
l.' ig11re 1) will be finite in the future according to definition 7. But should
.--.: 111111 be counted as finite in the future in the sense being sought? It is

snull

t

x
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true that in S,,uu every possible observer will "run out of time." But
tim e itself can be said to go on forever, since for eve1y metric tim e
function t , th e metric of th e associated one-dimensional time T is not
future-bound ed.
A somewhat more complicated example gives an even clearer indication of the shortcomings of definition 7. Start again with SMin and remove spacelike hypersurfaces at regular inte1vals as indicated in Figure 2.
The resulting space-time S striv is finite in both the past and future
according to definition 7; but clearly its temporal aspect is not finite in the
intended sense.

,-remove
'-t=I

x

t
[---

Figure 3
[--

---------]

x

remove~-------__)~-----] null cones

rr1akes <\'trun look infinite in the future does not detract from this concksion since th e original tim e function t has a preferred status with resp ect
lo the present problem: th e t =constant time slices are Cauchy smfaces
I<" . <~ trun w he reas th e t = constant hype rsurfaces are not. If my view is
rnrrect, th en definition 7 is satisfactory when applied to space-times with
:r <;auchy surface. In such a case there ex ists a global tim e function all of
ll'l1ose tim e slices are Cauchy surfaces. And past (future) boundedness in
I 11< · sense of definition 7 is equivalent to the past (future) boundedn ess of
llw metric associated with such a tim e function.
I

at 45°

Figure 2
The moral is that the collection of individual timelike cmves may give a
misimpression of temporal finitude; global time functions may have to be
consulted in order to gain an accurate impression. But th e exact form th e
consultation should take is not easy to specify. Start yet again with S rn 11 ,
and let (x, t) be a pseudo-Ca rtes ian coordinate system for MM;,,. Ohtai11
the truncated space-time strun by deleting all those points whose te mporal coordinates satisfy t ~ 1 (see Figure 3). As restricted to M,,. 1111 , t is ii
global metric tim e function for 8 irun. and th e associated te mporal metric
is future-bound ed. Consider, however, another pseudf>-Cartesian coordinate system (x', t') for SM;,,. As restricted to M 1n 11,, t' is also a rnl'lric
time function for Sirun, but the metric of the associated timt' is 1111/ i11
general future-bounded .
My own reaction is t11at . in the S<'llS<' i11l!'rrcl1 ·d . •'-' rrnu shrn1)d 111 •
rega rd ed as finilt' in '"(' frrlrrrt'. Tlw l'Xislt 'I)('(' or a lirrH' frr1H'lirn1 I ' tl11il

1lowever, as the examples of Snull and Sstriv reveal, definition 7
": 11111ot be applied with confidence beyond this restricted class of cases. It
rs difficult to think ~fa general criterion that can be so applied. Suppose,
f,,r t•xampl e, that 0 has a global metric time function but that no global
rrr<'I ric time function for S has time slices with the Cauchy property.
.'i irail ~e .the n decree a democracy among metric time functions and say
I Ira! •'-' is temporally finite if and only if all the temporal metrics of the
11
11•·-dirn e nsional tiin es associated with the metiic time functions are api'' npnatcly hound ed? This would be too strong a req uirement. If we
11
·111o vt· one additional point from S'""' the n there are no Cauchy surf r wc· .~ 111 the rcsrrlting space- tim e, and, consequently, it would not be
1·111111l1·d as lt •mporally finite in the future according to th e criterion under
1 ·11rr .~ idc • ralio11 . This is an 111iacct·ptabl1· n·s1dt.
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pies are of more than mere academic interes t; for physical space-time
singularities, e.g., "curvature singula1ities," can play the role of the deleted regions. And such singularities have been shown to be a pervasive
feature of the solutions to Einstein's fi eld equations (see below).
In summary, unless a space-time satisfies some very strong causality
conditions, it may not make sense to ask, "Is time finite or infinite?" Even
when such conditions are satisfied, it is difficult to formulate an adequate
general criterion for temporal finiteness, if indeed one exists. That the
finite-infinite distinction becomes blurred in the relativistic context is an
interesting point, and it deserves more attention in the philosophical
literature. But having made it, I propose to avoid it in what follows by
concentrating on cases in which we can agree that an appropdate type of
finiteness obtains.
Before closing this section I want to comment on the meaning of the
Aristotelian conceptions of the beginning and the end of time. It might be
thought that the way to illustrate th ese conceptions within the relativistic
context is to modify the picture of space-time so that a space-time can be a
manifold with boundary, the boundary being the disjoint union of two
spacelike three-manifolds , one of which can be interpre ted as the "first
instant" and the other as the "last instant." Prima faci e, the existence of
such bounda1ies is problematic. Their existence prompts one to ask such
questions as "What explains the appearance of these boundades?" and
"What is beyond these boundaries?" Perhaps such questions can be dismissed as not legitimate . Or perhaps there are quite straightforward answers, e.g., the answer to the second question may be simply " Nothing!"
What is problematic is how in general to attach a "future (past) boundary"
to a space-time that is future- (past-) bounded. In some cases there is an
obvious and natural procedure, but such cases turn out not to provide
physically interesting illustrations of how time can have an end or a beginning, or so I shall argue below. For the moment, let us set aside the
questions of boundaries and of how to implement condition (2) of the
Aristotelian conceptions of the beginning and the end of time.

4. Truncated Space-times
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If one holds that there are no good reasons , then one would be wise to
receive extreme unction as soon as possible, since time may rnn out any
second now. Moreover, such a position implies a profound skepticism
with respect to our knowledge of the past and future; it implies that we do
not in fact know the great bulk of the things we ordinarily claim to know
about the past and future . For if a person has no reason to believe p, then
he does not know p; and if p is a presupposition of q and he does not know
that p, then he does not know that q . 12 And, needless to say, most of our
ordina1y knowledge claims about the past and future presuppose th at
there is a past and future. Thus my claim to know that I existed five
seconds ago (as measured along my world-line), or that barring certain
catastrophes, the universe will still exist five seconds from now, presupposes respectively that actual space-time is not trnncated in the past
(future) in such a way that proper length along my world-line as measured
backwards (forwards) in time from now never reaches five seconds; hence,
if I have no good reason to believe that space-time is not trnncated in the
manner described , I do not know that I existed five seconds ago or that
the universe will exist five seconds from now.
One's initial reaction to such skepticism is apt to be that it is too absurd
to be taken sedously. Whether or not this reaction can be sustained
remains to be seen.
On the other hand, if one holds that there are good reasons to reject
•~trun and its like as a model for actual space-time, then these reasons
must be supplied. We shall see that this order is less simple to fill than
one might think at first glance. But before going into details, it will be
helpful to contrast the above examples with another sort.

5. Anothe r Example-Temporally Finite
but Untruncated Space-time
Definition 8. A space-time S' = (M', g', \l') properly extends the
space-time S = (M, g, \1), if and only if Mis isometrically embeddable
as a proper subset of M. S is inextendible if and only if there is no S'
that properly extends S.

Although the example of the truncated Minkowski space-time S1ru,,
presented above is a tiivial example, it poses a nontrivial prohlem for the
philosophy of tim e: are th ere good reasons for be lievi ng that actual s,pacetirne cannot be trnncated in th e way 81r 1111 is?

<:an th e re b.e a space-time that is inextendible and yet is finite in the past
or I11ture? If so, the finiteness cannot be the result of trnncation surgery. 1a
Tiii' answer is affirmative; speeific examples will be studied below (see
S• Tl ion 8).
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We can now see one of the virtues of the four-dimensional point of
view; from which time is seen as an aspect of space-time. For from the
one-dimensional point of view, there is no distinction between the temporal finiteness of Sirun and the inextendible space-times referred to
above. And from the one-dimensional point of view, it is hard to fault
Leibniz's assertion that time is always capable of being extended into a
greater time. But not so in the four-dimensional view! Another virtue of
the four-dimensional view will emerge below; namely, that general relativity provides a mechanism for realizing temporal finiteness in spacetime.

There are physical considerations , both obse1vational and theoretical,
that can be brought to bear against certain kinds of geodesic incompleteness. For example, we never obse1ve particles in inertial motion simply to
pop out of existence, and conse1vation principles weigh against our ever
obse1ving this. But such considerations do not seem to operate against
Strun; for here it is the whole matrix of existence that, so to speak, pops
out.
(It is worth noting that in the present context , the problems attending
the notion of space coming to an end are not wholly different from those
attending the notion of time coming to an end. If we tmncate Minkowski
space-time in the spatial sense (e.g., delete all those points whose
pseudo-Cartesian coordinates (x, t) satisfy
? A, where A is a positive
constant) , all the ancient problems arise about what happens when we
poke a spear at the "edges" of space; but these problems arise here in a
form not contemplated by the ancients, and, in fact, in the present context they are part and parcel of the problems involved in interpreting
incomplete timelike curves . On the other hand, there are important dif~
ferences between space and time . For example, adding the time slice
consisting of all those points of M Min whose temporal coordinates satisfy
t = 1 as a future boundary for M1,.,,,, does not help to resolve any problems.
But it is possible to deal with the timelike incompleteness a1ising from
tmncating in the spatial sense by adding a spatial boundary (in the above
example, th e set of all points satisfying
= A) and by treating this
boundary as a rigid reflecting barrier; now, of course, the problems rais1~d
by the ancients do arise in the form they contemplated.)
Nor do the basic laws of rC:'lativisti<" physics he lp to rnl<· 011t t n111cakd

space-times . Thus, for example, it follows from th e local nature of Einstein's field equations that if the cosmological model ( S , 6) is a solution, SO is ( Strun, 6 trun).
At this point, common sense cries out: "If my world line cannot be
extended backwards in tim e from now more than five seconds, then most
of my memory impressions are mistaken. But this is absurd." But exactly
where does the absurdity lie? There is no logical contradiction, norapparently-any inconsistency with the basic laws of physics. Of course, it
does seem that the likelihood that the universe switched itself on, so to
speak, a few seconds ago in such a way that people are endowed with the
memory impressions they in fact have, is very low. But this estimate of
likelihood is surely not an estimate of probability based on either observed relative frequencies or on the implications of the laws of physics.
The point becomes clearer when we contrast the present case with a case
in which we assume that space-time is not tmncated in the past, and ask
for the probability of the spontaneous appearance of fossillike objects.
Here laws and observed relative frequencies can be brought to bear, e .g.,
statistical mechanics tells us that the probability of a spontaneous fluctuation producing the 'fossils' is vanishingly small. No ·such argument is
available in the case in which we ask for the likelihood of the universe
being tmncated in the past. The estimate of low likelihood in this case
seems simply an expression of our unwillingness to accept a certain kind
of explanation. But whether or not this unwillingness can be backed by
philosophically respectable reasons is the question at issue.
Moreover, even if memory impressions, 'fossils' and the like did provid e reasons for rejecting truncation in the past, there still remains the
l"ase of truncation in the future. H e re I am inclined to think that the best
we can hope for is a pragmatic vindication of the rejection of future! runcated space-times as models of the actual universe. Long and frustrati11g experience has revealed the fruitl essness of attempting to refute radil"a l skepticism with respect to our knowledge of the external world . How1 ·vcr, on e can hope to show that such skepticism is inquiry-limiting and in
this way justify proceeding as if the skepticism were false. And so I
IH'licv e it is with f11t11n· truncation.
l11t11itio11 wo1 ild hav<' it othcrwist~ th e actual space-time world cannot
lw trnncal<·d in th<' f11t11r<'. Nor is this intuition raw and unh1tored. Ind1·t'(I, ii is not 11 111<·h of :111 l'xagg<'ration to say that this intuiti on is the
.•darling point of n·< ·1·nl n ·s<'ard1 rn1 gravi tat io nal <"ollaps<» Consid er the
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original Schwarzschild vacuum solution to the Einstein field equations .
(The reader need not be familiar with the details in order to follow the
argum en t.) Focus on an obs erver whose world-line approaches the
Schwarzschild radius. It is found that the obse1ver would have to use up
an infinite amount of Schwarzschild coordinate-time in order to reach this
radius. But another calculation shows that only a finite amount of proper
time elapses. Therefore, either the obse1ver encounters some sort of
violent agency at the Schwarzschild radius and is snuffed out of existence,
or he simply runs out of time and ceases to exist, or he crosses over the
Schwarzschild radius into a region of space-time not covered by the
Schwarzschild coordinates. The first possibility can be ruled out, since it
can be shown that the space-time metric is pe1fectly regular as one approach es th e Schwarzschild radius (the so-called Schwarzschild
singularity is a coordinate singulaiity, not a real singularity). The second
possibility is ruled out on the grounds that "it would be unreasonable to
suppose that the obse1ver's experience could simply cease after some
finite time, without his encounteiing some violent agency." 14 We are left
then with the last alternative. If we admit this, we are driven to ask what
happens to a massive object with exterior Schwarzschild field once it
collapses within its Schwarzschild radius. This is the beginning of the
story of gravitational collapse, a story that cannot be told here. What
should be told here is that the argument just considered is essentially an
application of Leibniz's Principle of Sufficient Reason. Had Leibniz lived
to read it, he would no doubt have claimed that it provides an illustration
of his doctrine that physics rests on metaphysical principles.
Without taking a stand on this doctrine , I am simply going to assume in
what follows that certain kinds of tmncated space-time do not provide
physically interesting examples of how time can be finite. The final judgment about the justifiability of this assumption must await further investigation.

7. Conditions for Physically Interesting Finite Pasts and Futures
The above discussion leads to the following conditions (or more properly, to condition schema, since the details are left open) on a cosmological model ( S, 6) if it is to serve as a physically inte res ting e xampl e of'
how tim e can be finite in the past (future):
(1)

S possesses certain prope rti es, among whi ch arl' the prop< ·ft.y of'
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(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

having a global time order and , possibly, the properties of definitions
4--6.
S is past- (future-) bounded.
6 has certain features, among which is, perhaps , the feature that
there are no negative energy densities (see below).
S and 6 together satisfy certain conditions, among which is, perhaps , that of being a solution of Einstein's field equations.
(S, 6) is maximal with respect to (1), (3), and (4), i.e., there is no
( S'., 6 ') which properly extends ( S, 6 ) and which satisfies (1),
(3) , and (4).

The condition most open to question is (5). Finiteness in the past or
future might seem so objectionable that we would expect nature to go on
building even if she could do so only by employing building blocks that do
not satisfy (1), (3), and (4). This suggests that we strengthen (5) to
(5') S is inextendible.

On the other hand , (5) and (5') may prove to be too strong. If nature
starts by building a cosmological model ( S, 6 ) , we cannot require her
to go on building until a model that is maximal with respect to properties
Pis reached if there is no such maximal space-time. And unless the set of
properties Pis chosen with care, it may not be provable that every spacelime having properties Pis contained in a space-time that is maximal with
re~pect to P. If S = (M, g, 'V) has a Cauchy surface C and if we
consider only those extensions S' = (M', g ' , \1') of S such that the
image C' = <f>(C) of C under the embedding map is a Cauchy smface of
,\' ', then it can be shown that there is a unique maximal extension § of
S. 1;; But although S may be maximal in this sense, it may not be a
good model for illustrating how time can be finite . For by deleting port ions of Minkowski space-time SM;n, we can obtain a space-time Sdet
which is maximal in this sense and which is past and future-bounded ; but
,\' lid is just as objectionable as the original truncated space-time Sirun
discussed in section 4. 16
Another approach is to use the concept of a framed space-time, a
space-time S = (M, g, 'V) together with an orthonormal tetrad at some
point of' M. If we restrict attention to framed space-times and extensions
i11 which th<' 1·111hc clding map ca rri es the preferred frame of the one onto
111(' pn ·fi ·rn ·d fra111<' of' tlH' othl'r, it can he prov<·n that eve ry space-time is
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contained in a maximal space-time. 17 Howeve r, the use of preferred
frames is somewhat artificial. And it is not obvious that any framed space time with properties P can be extended to a framed space-time which is
maximal with respect to P.
All this suggests that (5) may have to be weakened to

Determinism; thus it may be possible to predict (retrodict) from th e state
of the unive rse at a given instant, the end (beginning) of tim e.
In fact, general relativity predicts that in many seemingly physically
interes ting cases, time is finite in the past or future. More precisely, let
( S, 8 ) be a cosmological model such that Einstein field equations
(without cosmological constant) 18 are satisfied and S possesses a Cauchy
surface C. Then if the convergence of the future-pointing unit normals to
C is eve1ywhere greater than some positive constant C0 (this means that at
th e instant corresponding to C, the universe is everywhere contracting at
a rate at least as great as that given by C 0 ), and if a condition on the
energy-momentum tensor is satisfied (in typical cases, this condition
can be violated only by having negative ene rgy densi ti es or large negative
pressures), then as measured from C, no future-directed tim elike curve of
S has a proper length greater than 3/C0 . 19
The Friedmann cosmological models satisfy the hypoth eses of this
theorem and/or the temporal converse of the convergence condition ; thus
they are finite in the past and/or in the future. Moreove r, the space-times
involved are inextendible-none of them can be embedded as a proper
subset of any space-time, much less a solution to Einstein's field equations, and they are th e refore maximal in th e strongest sense . Thus they
would seem to qualify as physically interesting examples of how time can
be infinite in the past or future. 20

(5") (S, 8) is not extendible to an < S', 8') which satisfies (1), (3),
and (4) and which itself is not past- (future-) bounded.
However, (5") may be too weak. For th ere are truncated cosmological
models that cannot be extended as a solution to Einstein's field equations
to a model that is not past- or future-bounded (consider, for example,
trnncated versions of th e Friedmann models-see the following section);
such trnncated models will again be as objectionable as the original one.
Fortunately we can carry fo1ward th e discussion without having to
decide precisely what form of the inextendibility condition to impose; for
we shall see that there are cosmological models which satisfy the strongest
form of the inextendibility condition and which have the other prope1ties
we d esi re.
8. Some Physically Interesting Examples of
Temporally Finite Space-times
The considerations of the preceding s'ection are closely related to the
definition of "singular space-time" adopted b y a number of physicists : S
is said to be singular if no extension of S is timelike geodesically complete (i.e., no extension is such that eve1y tim elike half-geodesic is complete) . Several theorems have b een proved about th e existence of
singularities in th e cosmological models of the general theory of relativity.
These theorems will not in general be relevant to our present concerns;
for we are not inte rested in timelike incompleteness in general-we are
interested only in cases in which the incompleteness is of such a global
nature that time runs out for all possible obse1vers and in which S satisfies the other conditions discussed in section 7. There is on e general
class of cases in which th e singula1ity theorems will be of general interes t;
namely, those in which S contains a Cauchy surface. For, in th e first
place , such an S will possess a global time function. Second, if S is
timelike geodesically incompl ete , we may be able to prove that th e incompleteness is of a global nature. Moreover, th e ex iste nce of' a Ca11 chy
surface adds a bonus-it makes possihl e th e impk11wnlatio11 of' Lap1ada11
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9. Exampl es Reconside red
How physically realistic are such models? Two opposing views on this
question in particular and on th e singularity th eorems in general have
emerged. According to one view, no space-time can be regard ed as being
physically realistic unless it is timelike geodesically complete. The fact
that timelike geodesic incompleteness is a p e1vasive feature of the cosmological models of general relativity is taken as an indication that something is drastically wrong with the theory . 21 The opposing attitude is that
nothing is wrong with the th eory and that, therefore , we must learn to
live with singularities. Thus C. Misner 22 argues that since obse1vational
ev id ence togeth e r with Einstein's th emy suggests that time in our universe has a beginning, we had better get used to th e notion that tim e has
an ··ahsol11te zt·ro ...
I low1·v1•r , Mis111•r goes

rn1

lo say thal " !Ill' 1111in!'rs1' is 111 e1111i11gf11llu
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in.finitely old because in.finitely many things have happened since its beginning." 23 Viewed as a way of making the notion of the beginning of
time more palatable, this statement is unexceptionable; but viewed in
another light, it threatens to undermine the analysis given above. For in
support of this statement, Misner introduces a tim e scale fl which is
related logalithmically to the proper time scale and which is "attractive as
a plimary standard" in that "significant epochs (e.g., galaxy formation,
nucleo-synthesis hardon era, etc.) are spaced at reasonable intervals of
fl." 24 But on the fl scale, the universe is infinitely old. Therefore, if the fl
scale were accepted as the "primary standard," time would have no beginning on the above analysis since it would not be past-bounded on the fl
scale. And, it might be asked, what can justify the use of the proper time
scale to the exclusion of all other time scales? The answer is that it may be
useful to employ the fl scale or some other scale in discussing some
phenomenon, e.g., galaxy formation ; but if one is to believe the theory in
the context of which the discussion is takirig place, space-time is equipped
with a metric that gives the measure of space-time distances, and it is this
metric that we must use in answeling the question, "Does time have a
beginning or an end?"

10. Singularities and the End Points of Time
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proper subset of MF' and let </> (MF) denote the image of MF under the
embedding map. Then we can find a point p E (MF' - <f>(Mr) and a
sequence of points x; E </>(Mr) such that the sequence converges to p and
the scalar curvature fR(x;) diverges as x; ~ p. But this yields a contradiction, since the curvature invariants are differentiable functions of spacetime position.)
There is good reason not to admit singular points as part of the spacetime manifold M: unless some limitation is put on the type of singularity
we admit, we shall not have any theory at all, and there does not seem to
be any good motivation for picking out the admissible singularities or for
prescribing how many and in what configuration they will be placed on
the manifold. 26
Still, it is possible that singular points can be treated by joining them to
M so as to form a "boundary" for M. Some such move must be made if our
picture of space-time is to accommodate the notion that the scalar curvature "becomes infinite." (It is at this point that I part company with R.
27
Swinburne, who argues that if the best confirmed cosmological theory
implies that there is a time t 0 in the past at which matter was infinitely
d ense, then we can conclude that the universe (which Swinburne takes to
rnean the collection of all physical objects that are spatially related to the
<'arth) came into existence after t 0 , since an infinitely dense state of matter
is physically impossible. But if it really is physically impossible, then the
conclusion we must draw from Swinburne's argument is that the theory in
question is false. Moreover, on my interpretation of relativity theory,
models like those of Friedmann do not imply that there was or will be a
time at which matter was or will be infinitely dense; rather, they entail
I he more radical consequence that time itself is finite in the past or future .
On the other hand, such models do imply that singular states do
"occur"-not at any point of time, but at ideal points which are attached
lo space-time by some procedure yet to be described.)

Misner uses the term "singularity" to cover not only the case of timelike
geodesic incompleteness but also the case in which there is some "infinity," e.g., infinite curvature or infinite mass density. In suggesting that
a singulality may well have occurred in our universe at some finite proper
time in the past, he presumes that the singularity may well involve some
such infinity. But this sort of talk is not consistent with the point of view
we have adopted so far, for such talk assumes there are "singular points"
at which the curvature or mass density becomes infinite; but we have
been assuming that space-time is a Lorentzian manifold and that, in particular, the metric of M is eve1ywhere non-singular (i.e., defined and
differentiable at every point of M) . 25 Thus, in speaking of a Friedmann
universe, we mean Friedmann space-time Sr with singular points omitted, and in the statement that SF is not extendible to a larger space-time
SF', Sr' must be taken to be without singular points. (For exampl e,
the proof of the inextendibility takes th e following form frir th e spatially
closed Friedmann space-time which is finite in the past and future . Ass,i-11ne
for purposes of contradiction that M,.. can b(' iso11wtrically ('llllwdd('d as a

Mathematically, what we want is a prescliption for associating with any
future- (past-) bounded space-time S a "future (past) boundary" for S.
011 e imm ediately runs into a problem if this task is interpreted in the
f(1llowing literal way: for any future- or past-bounded space-time S
(M. f.!., \l). find a manifold with boundary M such that M = Mu a(M)
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Also we would like to have a means of illustrating the Aristotelian
l'onception of the beginning or end of time, i.e., a means of representing
first or last instants of time.
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and the boundary a(M) is the disjoint union of the "future boundary" and
the "past boundary ." In the case of the truncated Minkowski space-time
S trun, the obvious and natural way to obtain M trun is to take the "future
boundary" to be the set of all points whose temporal coordinates satisfy
t = 1. But the very reason why there is an obvious procedure in this
case-the fact that there is an extension SMin of S 1run so that the future
boundary of Strun can be derived by taking the closure of M trun in
MMin-means that condition (5') of section 7 is violated. And it can be
shown that for any time-orientable space-time S = (M, g, \!), if there
exists a manifold with boundary M = M U a(M) such that th e boundary a(M) is a spacelike three-manifold , then S is extendible to an S'
= (M',.g', \!')so that a(M) = Cl(M) U Cl(M' - M) where Cl denotes
the operation of taking the closure in M '. Thus we have a dilemma. If S
is, say, a future-bounded and inextendible space-time, the n the "future
boundary" for S cannot be represented as a boundary of the space-time
manifold of S, at least not in the way the time slice t = 1 of Minkowski
space-time does for S1run· On the other hand, if S is extendible to a
larger space-time, it violates condition (5') and thus may fail to qualify as
an interesting example of how tim e can come to an end. To sum up, the
straightforward way of trying to illustrate the Aristotelian conceptions of
the beginning and end of time seems to be blocked.
A more sophisticated approach is needed. In order to illustrate th e
possibilities, I shall briefly describe th e g-boundary approach. 28 For any
given space-time S = (M, g, \l), this approach associates with each
incomplete timelike geodesic an ideal end point. An equivalence relation
is defined on the timelike geodesics, and two ideal end points are identified just in case their corresponding geodesics are equivalent modulo
this relation. The resulting set of ideal points forms the g-boundary
ag(M); a topology is defined for ag(M), and a prescription is given for
attaching ag(M) to M to form a manifold Mg with g-boundary. In some
cases a differential and metric structure can also be defined for aq(M). MQ
will not in general be a manifold with a boundary. However, if M is a
manifold with boundary a(M) such that eve ry incomplete tim e lik e
geodesic of M strikes a(M), then given the space-time M =M - o(M),
the g-boundary approach can be used to extend M to M.
In the case of the spatially closed Friedmann universe, th e g-bounclary
does not consist, as one might expect, of two points correspon ding to tlw
initial and final singular states; rather, it consists of two three-spll<'n·/11:1,

The truncated Minkowski space-time of section 4 illustrates how time
can be finite in the future; but the success of this example is th e success of
stipulation. We stipulate in effect that time is finite in th e future by
erasing an infinite portion of Minkowski space-time; there seems to be no
reason to b elieve--and some reason not to believe--that this particular
stipulation could be physically realized. In contrast, the Friedmann cosmological models provide a more interesting illustration in that they provide us with a mechanism for realizing temporal finite ness. Still, it could
be claimed that these examples succeed only by virtue of stipulation; this
time the stipulation specifies what we are to count as a space-time. Why,
it might b e asked, could we not change our picture of space-time so that
oth e r regular regions of space-time are joined onto the "initial" and "fi nal"
singula1ities of the Friedmann models, making them passing episodes in a
longer history?
I shall approach this question somewhat obliquely by considering first
another question. We have assumed that space-time is a connected manifold. Why, it might be asked, could we not change this picture to allow
for th e existe nce of other regions of space-time totally disconnected from
ours? Well, clearly we could. But the question remains as to what the new
picture of space-time amounts to , and in particular, what is meant by the
"ex istence" of these other regions. Does eve1y possible connected spacelim e "ex ist" (in this new sense of existence) as a region (of the new
<'xlendcd space-time) that is disconnected from ours? If so, th e new picl11n • drn·s not n·ally contain any innovation; the "existence" of a discon1wct! ·d spa<·<·-li111!' r<'gio11 s11ch thal ______ means no more than it
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and topologically, Friedmann space-time-plus-g-boundary is the product
of S 3 and a closed and bounded interval of IR. Similarly, if the g-boundary
approach is applied to a conical space-time with vertex removed , it does
not give back the vertex point and only the vertex point. Howeve r, a
modification of the equivalence relation on the timelike geodesics will
lead to this result. 29 In addition to alte rnate schemes for equating timelike
geodesics, there are alternative topologies and m e tric structures for
a0 (M). There doesn't seem to be any sense in choosing one alternative
once and for all to the exclusion of all others; different alternatives may be
bette r for illuminating different aspects of "singulaiities." Consequently
the re is no one right way to represent the "first" or "last mome nt of time. "

11. Before the Beginning and After the End

john Earman
is possible that
. Disconnected regions of space-time are
only a device for picturing other possible worlds. On the other hand , if
not eve1y possible space-time "exists" as a region disconnected from ours,
how do we tell which of them "exists"? For the "existence" of the other
regions to make any empilical difference , these other regions must interact in some fashion with our region. This interaction cannot be described
in anything like the usual spatio-temporal terms we use to describe causal
interactions since, by hypothesis , these other regions do not enjoy any of
the usual spatio-temporal relations with our region. What sort of interaction , then, can it be?
Does talk about what happens "before" and "after" the "initial" and
"final" singulaiities in the Friedmann universes make any more sense
than talk about events that happen "out there ," where "out there" indicates a region of space-time disconnected from ours? If the singulaiities
are true space-time singularities and not just r egions where matter is ve1y
dense-and we have assumed that they are true space-time
singulaiities-then they seem to separate us from the "other" regions that
"join on" "before" and "after" just as effectively as disconnectedness separates us from th e other regions "out there." The "before" and "after"
regions might just as well be other possible worlds.
This interpretation is opposed to the more usual picture of an "oscillating universe." In the case of the spatially closed Friedmann unive rse, there
are formal solutions to the differential equations gove rning the temporal
behavior of the radius R of the universe which, if taken literally, would
allow one to picture th e universe as oscillating b e tween the singular
points where R = 0. (There are other solutions in which r does not oscillate.) But here as elsewhere, one can be misled by taking a picture too
literally, for from the point of view presented above, these mathematical
solutions are purely formal. As we have seen above, the "singular points"
at which R = 0 can be represented only by sophisticated mathematical
techniques, and on some representations they are not even points but
rather three-spheres. Second, although continuity considerations can b e
used to help charactelize certain aspects of singularities, they Clo not seem
to provide a means of carrying us " through" the singularities and into
"other" space-time regions on the "other side" of th e singulariti es. Com pare the situation here with that in Newtonian gravitational th eory of
point mass particles. Wh e n th e particl es collid e , Ne wton's 1/r 2 law hlo~~
up. Und e r ce rtain conditions, howl'Vl'r, sol11tions to th<' t•q11ations of
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motion can be extended through the singularities by means of analytic
continuation. This procedure is possible only b ecause of th e constant
background of Newtonian space-time, which gives the means of defining
relevant senses of continuity of solutions. But in the relativisti c case, the
space-time background itself b ecomes singular, and hence no means of
defining a "continuous" extension through the singularity is at hand.
I am not claiming that we could never come to possess any empirically
well-grounded principl e that would "carry us throu gh" space-time
singularities. What I do claim is that we do not now possess such a
principle and that it is difficult to see how such a principl e could b e
constructed and confirmed within present relativity physics. 30
Two final points. First, the arguments given in this section take for
granted certain elements of the currently accepted picture of space-time.
This picture may well be dropped in the future in favor of som e radically
diffe rent picture; but this is a matte r which at th e present tim e must be
left to writers of science fi ction. Second, if the sentiments of this section
are r ejected, then one must conclude that no physically interesting example of how time can be finite in the future or past can be constructed
within the current framework of physics. Such a negative conclusion
would be inte resting in its own right.

12. Concluding R e mark s
Many of the above considerations rely heavily on th e space-time me tric . This is no accident, for most of the crucial distinctions I have drawn
cannot be made in term s of topological, or affine , or even conformal
strncture. Some philosophers hold that th e metric element is "nonintrinsic" and "conventional" in a way that, say, the topological structure is not.
I do not share this vie w, but I wish to point out that if it is correct, th en
I he answers to many of the questions which philosophe rs have asked
ahout the beginning and end of time are matters of convention.
Unless th e lin e of analysis I have pursued in this paper is very misleading , th e answe rs to the questions posed at the outset lie somewhere in a
1l1i cket of problems growing out of th e intersection of math e matics ,
ph ys ics, and me taphysics . This paper has only located the thicket and
1·11gaged in a littl e initial hush-beating. This is not much progress, but
knowing which h11sh e s to heat is a necessary first step .
So111< · p hilosopl1< ·rs will Ill' d isappoi n tl'd that th<' thi cke t is popul ated by
~ .. 111a11 y prnhl1·111s or a l1Th11ical and sci1 ·11lific nal11rc·. On th !' co ntrary , I
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am encouraged by this result because it shows that a long-standing
philosophical problem has a nontrivial and , indeed , a surprisingly large
content. Moreover, this result is a good illustration of the artificiality and
danger of trying to separate philosophy from sci ence . If I am right, some
of the best philosophy of time is being done today by physicists or, as I
would prefer to say, by natural philosophe rs. Conversely, this work inevitably brings a confrontation with traditional philosophical problems.
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singularities could be countenanced as part of the space-time manifold. However, on e would
.~u ess that there a re solutions to Einstein's field equations which (1) a re temporally finite and
(2) cannot be extended in even a distributional sense.

Notes
l. The history of philosophy seems to me to be litte red with disputes which could not
pos sibly have been resolved in a satisfactory manner by the disputants, simply becaus e they
we re not in a position to settle the rele vant questions.
2. See Physics , Bk. VIII, 25lb.
3. See my pape r "Space-Tim e, or llow to Solve Philosophical Problems and Dissolve
Philosophi cal Muddles Without Really Trying," journal of Philosophy , 67 (1970): 259-277.
See also S. Shoe maker, "Tim e Without Change ," ibid., 66 (1969): 363-382.
4. It might be objected here that although time as re pres ented by the me tric space (( - 1,
+ 1), de) is finit e in both th e past and the future according to this crite rion, tim e is not
" really" finite since in th e topology induced by the me tric, ( - 1, + 1) is noncompact. But all
this shows is that compactness does not always capture th e relevant sens e of finiteness.
5. L. E. Loemke r, ed ., Leihni;:;: Philosophical Papers and Letters (New York: D. Reidel,
1970), p. 669.
6. Ibid . , p. 664.
7. Technically g is a symmetric tensor fi eld of type (0, 2) which is defin ed on all of M,
which is nondege nerate , and which has index 1or3. The diffe rentiability classes of Mand g
are left ope n since nothing important in what follow s turns on this question. Th e technical
deli nition of 'i7 is not needed he re ; for present purposes, th e important fact about 'i7 is that it
allows us to defin e a notion of parall el transport on M and hence a notion of space-time
geodesic (i.e., auto-para lle l cu rve).
8. Technically, 8 is a symmetric te nsor fi eld of type (2, 0).
9. For more de tails , see th e first refere nce of note 3 and my pape r, "An Attempt to Add
Some Direction to 'The Problem of Director of Time ,' " Philosophy of Science, 41 (1974):
15-47.
10. Let (x , t) be a pse udo-Euclidean coordinate system for M,,, ;,, . First identify those
points with coordinates (x" t 1) and (x,, t 2 ) just in case t 1 = t 2 and .r 1 = x 2 modulo m; the n
id e ntify two points of th e r esulting space just in cas e their spatial coordinates are the sam e
and their te mporal coordinates are equal modulo n (m , 11 positive integers).
11. I will use "curve" ambiguously to denote a map a: [O, l ] ~M a nd th e image a ([O, l]).
12. Although the notion of presupposition may he probl ematical in general, it seems
transparent enough in th e following examples.
13. Actually, things are more compli cated than this , frJr a space-t im e ( M, g, 'i7) may he
in extendible bu t still locally extendibl e in th e sens e that th e re is an op e n s11bsd (I C M
such that: (1) the closure of U in M is noncom pact, h ut (2) (U, g 11,, V I,,) ca n he isometri cally embedded in a large r space-tim e so that th e closure of th e image ol'U is eo111pa<:t. Si net·
th e re are e nough complications alread y, I shall not dis cuss thi s on e lwre. For sonH' implications of local extendibility for determinism , see my paper "Laplacian Dt·lcn11i11is111 in
Classical an d Relativisti c Physics ," fortheoming in th e Unive rsity ol' Pittsh11rgli St'ri1 ·s i11 !lit'
Philosoph y of Scie nce.
14. R. Pe nros e , "Gravitational Collapst' .:· /l1•Jlisi/11 i/1' / N1111 \l11 Ci11w11/11 , I ( l!Jli~l) : 2!12 J.7;, .
15. For a preeise statt' 111t·nt and prnol 111 tl1i s r1·s11lt . s1·1· Y. ( :l1 11q1ll'l -llrnl1al a11d II .
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